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2 PINCUS AND XIA 
If NT(&) is the number of eigenvalues of O,(e”)*O,(e”) in the inter- 
val [0, p], then g,(pe”) = -N,(p* e”) is the principal function of the 
hyponormal operator H = A y T *. 
This function gives us, among other things, relations such as 
Trace[f(T*, T, AT), h(T*, T. AT)] 
1 J(f(e9 e-j’, 
SJ’ 
p’), h(e”, e-“, p2)) =- 
7-c a(P, 0) 
ghe’@) P & d@ 
where f( T*, T, A *) is an operator associated with the complex valued func- 
tion f(e”, ei4, x) on S’ x S’ x R by means of a suitable functional calculus. 
Since the Fredholm index of f( T *, T, A T) is determined by the principal 
current, a result such as the foregoing establishes a relation between the 
extension class of u,,,(H) determined by the C* algebra generated by 
(T, A73 and the characteristic operator 0,. Indeed since uess(H), and thus 
the joint essential spectrum of {T, A r}, is often determined completely 
by the essential discontinuity set of g, (for example, when H*H- HH* 
has one dimensional range) even questions such as which operators 
f(T*, T, A *) are Fredholm are seen now to be related to the eigenvalue 
distribution of lOT(e 
It is expected that the spectral density of this operator will play a similar 
role even in cases where T is not a weak contraction. (Note that we have 
defined the principal function for an arbitrary hyponormal operator [lo].) 
The indicated results are obtained by a procedure which associates a 
Riemann-Hilbert problem to T and any bounded operator A for which 
TAT* = A. Such operators are called T*-Toeplitz. 
The solution of this Riemann-Hilbert problem can be looked upon as a 
moment generating function for operator valued moments of the form 
{DA*jT*&D;j,j, k = 1, 2, . ..}. where D = (I- T*T)‘12 and the operator pair 
(T, A ) can be thought of as a “realization” of these moments. 
The utility of these determining functions comes from their connection 
with symbols of a type introduced earlier [9, 3,4]. The appropriate objects 
are 
A, = s-lim I!?‘AO-“, 
n-im 
where 0 is the residual unitary part of the minimal isometric dilation of T 
and A” is a certain (inesential) modification of A. 
The Riemann-Hilbert Problem 
One of our symbols is shown to coincide with an object recently studied 
by B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias [20, 211. The other symbol, A-, is shown to 
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have the form [ I@(] A + [ /O/l, where [ I@(] specifies a certain action of the 
characteristic operator function of T. 
Forming the Riemann-Hilbert barrier in terms of the two symbols A, 
as in [9, 3,4] and using the foregoing analysis leads us to the expression 
of the barrier in the form 
[(e”,,u)-I-d(e”)A+(e”)(A+(e”)-ptl) ‘d(e”), 
where I- O(e”)* O(e”) = d(e”)’ and p E p(A). 
We then show that, in a suitable sense, and this is our main result, 
where @(i, p) = (-T+i.D,(A - pZ)-‘A(Z- j-T*)-‘D)I, for lj.1 .C 1, 
PEP(A) and 
* 
@(I, p)= -TD, 
for Ii1 > 1, ,u~p(A) with 
This solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem is exploited in the 
remainder of the paper in two main cases: 
(1) First we treat the case whose description we gave above where 
A=A, (and A, =I). 
In this case we also obtain such relations as 
and we identify gr(pei’) as the principal function of the hyponormal 
operator H = A yY*. 
Further developments, which extend significantly results of Sachnovich 
and Adamjian-Pavlov for phase shift formulae for dissipative operators, are 
described in Theorems 5.5 and 6.5. 
(2) Our second application concerns contraction operators T so that 
H* = TH, where H is a hyponormal operator with [H*, H] E 9,. We note 
that H is T*-Toeplitz, and find that 
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where g is the principal function of the given H. Indeed, we show there is 
a positive operator I?(. ) so that B( ) is a complete unitary invariant for H, 
and trace B(r) = -g(t). (We show that this B is different from the mosaic 
of H introduced previously by Carey and Pincus in [4].) 
In Section 10 we consider the implications in the case where [H*, H] 
has one dimensional range. We show that T= H*H-’ is completely non- 
unitary iff the intersection of the ray (pe”) with a(H) is either a p interval 
for almost all i or is empty. 
We also show that even if H is not invertible there is a contraction T so 
that H* = TH and the spectral multiplicity ~~(8) of the minimal unitary 
dilation & of T is geometrically determined by o(H); namely, if -g( pe-““) 
is L’ equivalent to the characteristic function of n disjoint intervals then 
mq(ei’) = n; otherwise, m&8) = 00. 
2. PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
In this paper, A?(Z) denotes the algebra of all operators on Hilbert 
space A?‘, Z’,(s) the trace ideal and Y;(s) the Hilbert-Schmidt class, and 
the letter H always denotes a hyponormal operator, i.e., a linear bounded 
operator in Y(X) satisfying [H *, H] 2 0, where [H*, H] denotes the 
self-commutator H *H - HH* of H. For the hyponormal operator H, there 
is a largest subspace A$ of 2 such that X” reduces H and H(, is normal. 
The operator H ( p sJI”n is called the completely non-normal part of H. Since 
we are only interested in the non-normal part, we may suppose that 
Za = {O}, in this case H is called completely hyponormal. 
Let T be a contraction on 2, i.e., TE .Z?(#) and )I TI/ < 1. Denote 
D = (I- T*T)“‘, D, = (I- TT*)“*, 
which are called the defect operators of T. The subspaces 
are called the defect subspaces of the contraction T. Some notation concer- 
ning the contraction will be adapted here from [19,23] without any 
explanation. The Hilbert space A? may be decomposed into 
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such that 3u: reduces r, U, = TJ ~tiU is unitary, and T, = TJ,,< is completely 
non-unitary. 
We consider the Sz. Nagy-Foias model. There is a unitary operator V, 
from e. onto the function space 
~~=H2(~*)@zyzj~jo(.) W(.)@L!l(.)W(.), WEfP(P)}, (2.1) 
which has the form 
V,x=D*(z-~T*)~‘xOd(e”)Ce ‘“‘a,*, (2.2) 
for x = x:, T *,1 ‘Da,, a,, E 9, such that 
(V,T,*V;T’)(u@u)=e -“(u(e”) - u(O))@e -“u(e”) 
(cf. [ 191 or [23]). Here O( .) is the characteristic operator function of 
Livsic and Smulyan (see Sz.-Nagy and Foias [ 19]), 
and 
O,(l) = [-T+ %D,(Z- AT*)-.‘D]l, (2.3) 
The relations 
are also useful. 
d(e”) = (I- OT(e’r)*OT(e’r))‘R. 
TD= D,T, T*D, = DT* 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Let T be a contraction on X and A be a linear operator on X which 
is afftliated to T so that 
TAT*=A. (2.6) 
In this case, A is said to be a T*-Toeplitz operator. Let U, be the minimal 
isometric dilation of T on the space X+ (2 c A!+ ). Let U be the unitary 
part in the “Wold decomposition” of U + , acting on the subspace 
Denote by P, the (orthogonal) projection of .X+ onto its subspace G. 
Let X= P, 1 7’ Then there is an operator a E Y(G) commuting with 15’ 
such that 
A=X*h (2.7) 
(cf. [20]). This A^ is said to be the T* symbol of A. 
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Let H be a hyponormal operator on &‘, then there exists a contraction 
T on .X such that 
TH= H*. w3) 
If H is invertible, then T= H*H-‘. From (2.8), it follows that 
THT* = H. (2.9) 
Thus H is T*-Toeplitz. In [20, 211 it is proved that the symbol N= fi is 
a normal operator satisfying llNl/ = jlH[l and 
NU=UN=N*. (2.10) 
The weak contraction T satisfies: I- T*TE Lfl(%), where T1(2) is the 
trace ideal of Y(X), and there is at least one regular point 1 of T 
satisfying IL) < 1. By a linear fractional transformation 
T,=(T-W)(Z-AT)-’ 
a weak contraction T is transformed to an invertible weak contraction. 
Hence, for simplicity, in this paper, when we investigate a weak contrac- 
tion, we always assume that it is invertible. 
3. DETERMINING FUNCTIONS 
1. Let T be a contraction in X and let A E S?(X) be a T*- 
Toeplitz operator, i.e., 
TAT*=A. (3.1) 
The following properties of A and T are useful. For ;1 E p(T) n {II: ,I = 0 
or ;1-‘~p(T*)) 
A(Z-AT*)-‘=(T-II)-‘TA. (3.2) 
Let D and D, be the defect operators of T. From (3.1), it follows that 
[T, A] = TAD2 (3.3) 
and 
[T*, A] = -D2AT*. (3.4) 
2. Define an P(S))-valued analytic function of two complex 
variables 
D(A,,u)=(Z-2DAT*(A-pZ)-‘(Z-;1T*)p’ D)la (3.5) 
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for IA/ < 1 and p E P(A). The function D( ., . ) has the following properties: 
(1) DD(~,c~)=(A-~Z,I--.T*~ D, (3.6) 
where {L, M} = LML- ‘M- ’ is the multiplicative commutator. 
Proof From (3.4), it follows that (1) 
(A -,d)(Z-%T*)(A -p1)-‘(I-%T*) ’ 
=Z+[A-pz,z-%T*](A-pZ) ‘(I-%T*) ~’ 
=I-E,D*AT*(A-pZ) '(I-l.T*)~'. (3.6') 
This implies (3.6). 
(2) If T is invertible, then 
D(l~,p)D=D{Tm',(A-/dp'}{(A-pZ) ',(T-iZ)m'} (3.7) 
for PEP(A) and Ii1 < 1. 
Pro@ From (3.3) and (3.2), it follows that 
Tm'(A -pZ)~ 'T(T-AZ)-'(A-pZ)(T-AZ) 
=T '(A-pZ)-'T((A-pZ)-(T-iZ)--'TAD') 
=Z+T.'(A-pZ)-'TAD'-Tm'(A-pZ)-'(T-~J~'T'AD* 
=I-%T 'A(A-~Z)~'(Z-E,T*)~'D", 
which proves (3.7). 
(3) For II.\ < 1 and PEP(A), the function D(i, p) is invertible and 
D(l.,p)p'=(Z+ADAT*(Z-AT*)p'(A-pZ)p'D)I,. (3.8) 
3. Define another P(9)-valued analytic function of two variables 
D,(l.,p)=(Z-D(A*-pZ) m'A*(Z-i,T*)m'D)I, (3.9) 
for Ii1 < 1 and ALE p(A*). This function D,( ., .) has the following proper- 
ties. 
(1) DD,(A,p)=(T*TA*-pZ)(Z-LT*)(A*-pZ) 
If T is invertible then (3.10) is equivalent to 
DD.JA,p)={T*,A*-pZ}{A*-pZ,Z-l.T* 
(Z-AT*) 'D. 
(3.10) 
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(2) If ;1~p(T), then 
D*@, p)D=D((A*-pZ)-‘, (T-II)-‘}. (3.12) 
(3) If T is invertible, then D,( ., .) is invertible and 
D,(~,p)~'=(Z+DA*T*(Z-1T*)~'(A*-pZ)~'T*~1D)~9. (3.13) 
If ~E~(T*TA*) then O,(L, ,u) is invertible and 
D,(;1,p)p'=(Z+DA*(Z-AT*)-1(T*TA*-pZ)-'D)19. (3.14) 
(4) The functions D( ., .) and D,( ., .) satisfy 
Z-D,(n',ji)*D(&p)=(l -X'l)D(Z-tt'T)p'(A-pZ)~'A(Z-IT*)-'D. 
(3.15) 
If T is invertible, then 
=(l-~'~)DT-'(A-pZ)pl(T-~Z)-lT(A-pZ) 
xT(Z-;i'T)-'(A-/d-'/ID (3.16) 
for imp. 
If p(T) n T # 0, where T = {ZE C, JzI = 1 }, then 0,(1/x, cl)*-’ is the 
analytic continuation of D(I, p) on [A[ > 1. 
4. Define an LZ(~ + LS*)-valued analytic function of two complex 
variables. 
@(A,p)=(-T+,ID,(A-pZ)-'A(Z-AT*)-'D)Jg, (3.17) 
for IAl < 1 and ~1 E p(A). This function will be referred to as the determining 
function of the T*-Toeplitz operator A. It is evident that if 0 E p(A), then 
@(A, 0) = O,(i) 
(see (2.3)). The function O( ., .) has the following properties: 
(1) @(A cl) = -WA P). (3.18) 
(2) If imp and (AI < 1, then 
@(A,p)D=D,(A-pZ)pl(T-AZ)-'T(A-pZ)(LZ-T). (3.19) 
If T and A are invertible and 111 < 1, then 
@(~,~)D=D,(Z-pA-')~l(Z-AT*)-'(Z-~LA~l)(~Z-TT). (3.20) 
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(3) D,@(%,p)=T(pZ-A)(Z-JT*)(A-pZ)m’(Z-%T*)m’D. (3.21) 
(4) If T is invertible, then @(A, p) is invertible and 
0(&p) -I=(-T-‘-DAT*(I-%T*) -‘(A-PI) ‘T -‘D&,. (3.22) 
LEMMA 1. !f T is a contraction, A is a T*-Toeplitz operator, and T and 
A are invertible. then 
a(T)cT. (3.23) 
Proof: Since @(I, 0) is invertible for IE.1 < 1, O,(i”) is invertible for 
Ii.1 < 1. Thus (3.23) holds (cf. [19] or 11233). 
5. Define an LY(GJ* -+ GZ?))-valued analytic function of two complex 
variables 
0,(3.,~)=(-T*-DA*T*(Z-i.T*)~‘(A*-pI)~~’D.JV~ (3.24) 
for (A( < 1 and pip. The function @,(A, p) has the following 
properties: 
(1) D@&,p)=(Z-LT*)(A*-pZ)(z-l~T*)~‘T*(+A*)~’D,. 
(3.25) 
(2) If T and A are invertible then 
@,(A, p) D, = -DA*T*(Z-i,T*) -‘(A*-~1) ’ 
x T*-‘(Z-lbT*)A* ‘(A*-pZ)T*. (3.26) 
(3) If T is invertible, then @,(A, p) is invertible and 
@,(%, ,u-’ = -T*+‘D,(EV, p) 
=(-T* -‘+D,T*-’ (A*-p) -’ A*(z-E,T*) ID)\, . (3.27) 
(4) If Ii.1 < 1, 11’1 < 1, and ~GQ(A), then 
@,(%‘, ji)* - @(%, p) = (1 -I’]*) D,(~Z-- A) -‘(I- I’T) TA(Z- j.T*) ‘D. 
(3.28) 
(5) If @,(a’, FL) is invertible, then 
I - @*(A’, jq* - ’ @(A, p) 
=(i -?~)D(I-X’T)~‘(A-~Z) ‘A(z-~T*)~~D. (3.29) 
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If T and A are invertible, then 
z-~(~,~)~,(~',~)*-'=(l-~'~)D,(~z-A)-'(z-~'T)T(~Z-A)T 
x(Z-;Z'T)-'A(A-~Z)-~T-~D,. (3.30) 
6. Let the contraction T be invertible. Define an Z(9)-valued 
analytic function of two variables 
E(A,,u)=(Z+ApDT-'(I-AT*)-'(A-pZ)-'D)19. (3.31) 
This function has the following properties: 
(1) E(A,p)D(A,p)=(Z-ADT-'(I-AT*)-'D)J,= -T-%,(A). 
(3.32) 
(2) DE(A,p)=(Z-AT-')(A-,uZ)(Z-AT*)-'(A-pZ)-'D. (3.33) 
(3) E(Q)D=DT-'(I-AT*)-'(A-pZ)-'(T-AZ)T-'(A-pZ)T. 
(3.34) 
(4) If A E p( T), then E(1, p) is invertible and 
E(I~JL-~=(Z-~~DT-'(A-~Z)-~T(T-IZ)-~D)~,. (3.35) 
If T-' E Z(X), then define another Y(9)-valued analytic function 
E,(I,p)=(Z+pD(Z-AT*)-'T*(A*-pZ)-'T*-'D)j, (3.36) 
for (21 < 1, .H ep(A*). The function E,( 1, .) has the following properties: 
(1) E,(i,p)D=D(T*-'-ill)-'(A*-/AZ)-'(T-IZ)(A*-pZ). (3.37) 
(2) DE,(I,~)=T*(T-~Z)(A*-~Z)(T*-1-1Z)-1(A*-~Z)-1T*-'D. 
(3.38) 
(3) E,(i,p)D,(A,p)=(Z-D(Z-AT*)-ID)/,= -T*@(A). (3.39) 
(4) The functions E( -, .) and E,( ., .) are related by 
I- -f&(2’, P)*E(A P) 
=(~X'-~)~DT-*(A-~Z)-~(Z-~~T)-~T(A-~Z) 
.(I-AT*)-'(A-pZ)-'D (3.40) 
and 
=(~X'-l)pDT-'(Z-1T*)-'(A-pZ)-'T(Z-r5'T)-'D. (3.41) 
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4. SYMBOLS AND THE RIEMANN-HILBERT PROBLEM 
In this section, we consider the functional model of the contraction T. 
The representation of the T*-Toeplitz operator A and the related operators 
X, U, . . . in the functional model are denoted by A, 2, 0, . . respectively. 
Denote G, = m and f0 = PC;, 1 ,s,, i.e., if u @ u E $, then z,,(u @ 21) = u. 
It is easy to verify that 
‘F$h = -OP(Ah) @ (I- APA)h, h E Go, (4.1) 
where P is the projection to the Hardy space H’(Q). In fact, if 
u= -OP(dh) and I = (I- APA)h 
then 
P(O*u+Av)=O, 
thus u@t’~$. On the other hand, for any u,@u,E%(, 
(u@v,u~@u,)= -(Ah, P(O*u,+Av,))+(h,u,) 
= (h, %(u, Ou,)), 
which proves (4.1). 
Hence 
&f$h = (I- APA)h, hEGo. 
If h E ker(W,*), then 
(I-APA)h=O and OP(Ah) = 0 
by (4.1). Thus 
~~hllZ-llPAhl12=((Z-APA)h,h)=0. 
This implies Ah E H*(g) and I(Ahll = llhll. Thus 
h = Ah E H2( 22). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Hence Oh = 0 by (4.3). Conversely, if Oh = 0 and h E H’(9), then (4.3) is 
satisfied. Thus 
ker(p;)= {hEH2(9): Oh=O}. 
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In the special situation where T is invertible, then O(z) is invertible for 
sufficiently small ]zI. Therefore 
ker(zt) = {O) 
if T is invertible. 
On the other hand, ker(fO)= {u@O:u~H~(9*) and P(O*u)=O). If 
u E ker(z,,), then 
Hence ker(g,,) c ker(A”). If ker(a) = (0) then ker(X,) = 0. 
In general, there is a partial isometry Z, from 2 into Go with initial 
space ker(fO)l and final space ker (%z)’ such that 
Let 
then Z is a partial isometry from 2 into H= G,@ *U with initial space 
8 = 20 ker(pO) and final space G@ ker(%$). If T is invertible and 
ker(A) = (O}, then Z is unitary. Define 1x1 = (fg*)‘12, then 
Take an auxiliary Hilbert space 9, such that 
dim(ker(%,,)@B,) = dim(ker(b,*)@9,). 
If dim ker(T,,) = dim ker(fz), then 9, can be CO>. Define a unitary 
operator Z from & = 2 @ 9i onto & = G @ 9, such that 
2x = zx, for x E 2 0 ker(TO). 
Let J?=(]wlOO,,)]Z, then IBI=(~~*)“2=IxIO0,,. Define 
A” = 181 A” IWI 
then Z*(i 0 0,,) Z= A 0 O,, . It is obvious that R 0 O,, is a ?*-Toeplitz 
operator, where f= Z( r@ 0,,) i*. Sometimes we will consider A instead 
of A as the main object of study. 
The operator BO1,$U is denoted by [B], for example, 
IBI = [(I- APA)“‘]. 
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It is obvious that 
s-lim 0; PO;-” = 0, 
n-x 
where ( ti,f)(ett) = e’tf(e”), for f(e”) E GO. The operator (I- APA)“’ can 
be approximated by polynomials of APA in the uniform topology. Hence 
Since 1x1 9U = II sU, we conclude that 
s-lim 8 IW] P”= I 
!I’+-;r 
and 
Hence the following limits exist: 
and 
A- = s-lim @‘A”@“= [lOl]~[lQl]. (4.5) n- -x 
For $efiniteness, we always choose A^ such that ker A” I ker(gO) and 
ran(A) c (ker(z$))‘. 
The operators A+ and A- commute with zi and they are called the 
symbols of the operator A. It is obvious that there are operator valued 
bounded measurable functions of ei’ such that 
(A JNe”) = A It (@)f(e”) 
for ,f~ G,. 
In the following, we only consider the operators d, T, and T*, etc., and 
for simplicity of printing we drop the notation “ - ” 
LEMMA 4.1. The foIlowing weak limit exists: 
w-lim T”(A-pZ)-‘T*“=X*(A+ -pZ).‘X (4.6) II - T 
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for p E p(A). Besides, 
lim (T”(A - ~1)~’ T*“(Z- AT*)-’ Da, Db) 
n-cc 
1 
s 
(4z)(A(z)+ -d)-‘4z)a, b) dz =- 
2ni 
(4.7) 
121 = I Z-it 
for a, beg,, 111 < 1, and pep(A). 
Proof: Define 
6=2*(u@z,,)2. 
From (4.4), we have 
s-lim @(A@O,,) rPI-~=s-lim~*(U”~U-“OO,,)~ 
n-m “-+CC 
=2’*(A+@0,,)2. 
Hence 
z*A *, Z @ O,, = w-lim @(A * 0 O,,) Pn. 
n-cc 
If pEp(A) and p#O, then 
lim (Oin(A@Og,-pZ)-’ opnx,y) 
“-CC 
= lim (Lol”(A@O,,-pZ)-lOi”x, 
n-m 
x fi”(A* OO,, -jiZ) 8--“~*(A,*OO,,-iiZ)-‘~y) 
=(&*(A+*@09, -,EZ)p-‘y)=@*(A+ -pZ)-‘px,y), 
for x, y E 2 @ 9,. On the other hand, we have 
U”XT*” = X. 
Therefore 
Thus 
s-lim pin( T* 0 O,,)n = 2(X@ 03,). 
n+cc 
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Hence 
lim (T”(A-~Z)P’T*nx,y) 
I,+ +x 
= lim (6n(A00~,-~Z)~‘(T*OOr/,)N,~, ii”(T*@O,,)“~) 
,I- +x. 
=(i*(A+Oo,,-~I)~‘(XOO~,)X,i*(XOO~,)~~) 
= ((A + -PI) 1xd5 Xy), for X,JEX. (4.8) 
Hence (4.6) for p =0 may be obtained by letting p + 0 in (4.6). Sub- 
stituting 
.Y = (I- %T*)- ‘Da, Xx=(1 -AC”) ‘d(e”)U 
and 
y=Db, Xy = d(e”)b 
in (4.8), we obtain (4.7). 
Denote 
<(e”, p)=Z-d(e”)A+(e”)(A+(e”)-pZ)p’ d(e”), 
for ~1 E p( A ), e” E T, and 
r(z, PL) = D*b, li)*m, P), 
for BLEW and IzI < 1. 
(4.9) 
THEOREM 4.2. For every continuous ,function ~+5( .) on T, 
1 
*’ w-lim - 
(i-l- 271 s 
(q(pe”, p) - t(e”, p)) f$(ei’) dt = 0. 
0 
(4.10) 
If D is in the Hilbert-Schmidt class then 
lim ‘j Zn 
,'Y I- 27c 
Ildpe”, P) - 4(e”, ~111 l dt = 0. 
0 
(4.11 ) 
ProoJ“ First, we have to prove that 
~T(A-~Z)-‘T*-/L(A-~I)~~’ =D: -F(p), (4.12) 
where 
F(p)= TA(A-pZ)- ‘D”AT*(A-pZ) ‘. 
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Notice that 
DZ,(A-pZ)-TA(A-/dpl D’A 
=DZ,(A-pZ)-(T+pT(A-pZ)-l)[A-pZ, T*] 
=pT(A-pZ)-‘T*(A-pZ)*-pl, 
by (3.1) and (3.4). This implies (4.12). From Lemma 4.1, the following 
weak limit exists; 
L= w-lim pDT”(A-pZ)p’T*“(Z-dT*)p’D. (4.13) 
n- +oo 
Then 
where 
L = e,ca PI + Q*(A) - Q,(k P), (4.14) 
and 
Q,(A) = w-lim i DT”‘Di T*m(Z- AT*)-‘D, (4.15) 
n-‘x m=* 
Q,(l, p) = w-lim f: DT”F(p) T*“(Z- IT*)-‘D, (4.16) 
n-Cc m=O 
provided the weak limits for Qz and Q, exist, since 
Tn+‘(A-pz)-~T*~+~ -(A-pZ)-‘= i T’=(D;-F(p)) T*“’ 
m=O 
by (4.12). It is easy to see that 
Qh4p)=Z-D(Z-/ZT*)-‘D-[Z-DA(A-pZ)-1(Z-~T*)-’D] 
= @do)* @,(A) - D,(O, p)* D(1, p), (4.17) 
since D,(O,p)* D(&p)=Z-DA(A-pZ)p’(Z-lT*)~*D by (3.16) and 
@,(o)*@,(i) = I- D(Z- AT*)-‘D. 
It is obvious that 
Thus the weak limit in (4.15) exists and then the weak limit in (4.16) also 
exists, because of (4.14). 
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It is easy to see that 
f DTmD,P+ ’ = (O,(z) + T)* 
n1 = 0 
and 
f D,T*“‘(Z-%T*)--’ Dz”+L=(O~(z)-@O(%))~/(~-~.) 
I?, = 0 
for IzI < 1. Thus 
1 *n (O.(pe”)-t T)*(@.(prir)-@Q,(A))pe”dt 
2710 s pei’ - 3. 
= c DTmD: T*m(Z- AT*) -’ Dp’*“+ ‘1, 
Hence, 
1 Q2(%) = lim - 
5 
2n (@T(P~“) + T)*(@T(pei’) - @,(A)) pe,, dt 
,7-1r27c 0 peir - 2, 
= lim ‘j 
pyi- 2ni 
(4.18) 
lzJsp 
Next, let us calculate Q3(A, p). From (3.5) and (3.9), 
f DAT*(A -~Z)-‘(Z-~T*)~‘T*~D~“= - D(A PL) - D(z, p) 
wr = 0 i - z 
and 
c DT”+’ A(A -pZ)-’ DC?“+’ = D,(z, /I)* - DJO, fi)* 
m = 0 
for JzJ < 1. Thus 
1 
1‘ 
*n (DA(pe”, p)* - Dl(O, p)*)(D(pe”, ,u) - D(l, P)) peir dt 
2710 pei’ - % 
DTmF(p) T*“‘(Z- AT*) -’ Dp*‘“+ I’, (4.19) 
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for p < 1, 121 < 1, and h up. Since the weak limit of (4.16) exists, by 
Abel’s theorem, the weak limit of the right-hand side of (4.19) exists and 
equals Qj(L, IL) as p + 1 -. Thus 
since taking residues at 03 gives 
1 2n D*(pei’, ,L)* pei* dt = D (o AL)* 
-so s pei’ - 1 * ’ 
for IL1 <p. From (4.13), (4.14), (4.18), and (4.20) it follows that 
L = w-lim -L j 
p+i- 27ci 
Q&)*Q,(z) - 1k PL) dz 
~~~~~ Z-A 
Thus 
for )A( < 1. 
1 
w-lim - 
I 
vl(z> PL) - t(z, P) dz = o 
pdl- 27-C ~~~~~ z-a 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
Now, we consider the equality (4.7) corresponding to A* and p, i.e., 
lim (T”(A*-C1Z)-‘T*“(Z-I1T*)-’ Da, Dh) 
?I- +ez 
1 
=zi ,;,=I s 
(d(z)(&)* if’:-’ d(z) a> 6) dz 
for a, bEgI,, (III < 1, and ,n~p(A). Also we have the equality 
(4.23) 
/x(A* -jiZ)-‘z-* -g/l* -/iI)-’ 
=D*-m*(A*-&I)-‘D*A*T*(A*-pZ)-1, (4.24) 
which is similar to (4.12). Again we have 
~(z,~))*=Z-(l- ~zl*)D(z-zT)-‘(A*-~z)-‘A*(z-;lT*)-lD. (4.25) 
By means of (4.23), (4.24), and (4.25) we can prove that 
1 
w-lim - 
P- I- 27ri s 
(V(G PL) - 5(z, PI)* dz = o 
1~1 =p z-a 
(4.26) 
for 111 < 1. Equation (4.26) implies that (4.22) holds also for l,I[ > 1, if we 
apply the adjoint operation to (4.22). 
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Next we have to prove that 
(4.27) 
where K(a, h, p) is a constant independent of p. 
From (3.16) we have 
< 1 + IIA(A -/LZ))‘I/ (1 - lzl’) (I(Z-zT*) ‘Da(( Jl(Z-zP)‘Dh//. 
(4.28) 
On the other hand, it is obvious that 
1 
I 
277 
271” 
11(Z-ppe’~T*)-‘x1l~dt= t (IT*“x~I~~*‘%(~-P~) ’ /I.$. (4.29) 
II = 0 
From (4.28) (4.29), and the Schwarz inequality, it is easy to prove (4.27) 
with 
K(a, b, II)= 1 + lIA(A -PI)-‘IlllW IIW 
Since every continuous function on T may be approximated uniformly 
by meromorphic functions of the form 
with IA,1 # 1, j= 1, 2, . . . . n. From (4.27), it is easy to see that (4.10) holds. 
Suppose D2 belongs to the trace class. Then, with J= DA T(A* - ji) ’ 
we have 
1 
s 
7n 
GO 
III-D(pe”, cl,ll: df 
1 
=%c 0 s 
*‘p2tr(DAT(A*-jiZ))’ i e”z’pnT*nD2 
n=l 
XI 
x m;. eC”“p”(A - pZ)-‘T*AD) dt 
= p* tr J f p”T*“D2T”J” 
> 
< Tr(JJ*) < rx). 
II =a 
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Thus there is a Hilbert-Schmidt class operator valued function D(e”, p) 
such that 
' lim - [2n IID( pei', p) - D(e", p)ll f dt = 0. 
p+1-271 0 
Similarly, there is a Hilbert--Schmidt class operator valued function 
D,(e”, p) such that 
2n IJD,(pe”, j) - D,(e”, j)II i dt = 0. 
Thus the operator D,(e”, p)* D(e”, FL) belongs to trace class for almost all 
eir E T and there is a sequence (p,, ) satisfying 0 < pn < 1 and pn + 1 such that 
lim J(D,(p, e”, ii) - D(pe”, p)I12 = lim lJD(Pne”, p) - D(pe,“, p)/12 = 0. 
n-cc n-cc 
Thus 
lim jlr](p, e”, p)-D,(e”, ji) D(e”, p)j12=0 
n-m 
(4.30) 
for almost all eir ET and 
lim ‘1 'a lID*(pei', ii)* D(pe", p) - D,(e", ,i)* D(e", ,u)Il 1 dt = 0. 
p+1-2n 0 
(4.31) 
From (4.10) and (4.30) we get (4.11). 
From (4.9), there exists a sequence (p,}, pn + l- such that 
lim lh(pneif, PL) - Ue”, pL)ll I = 0 n-m 
for almost all ei’ E T. Thus lim, _ o. D,(p, e”, ,C)*-’ c(e”, ,D) = 
lim, + Ic D(pneir, I*). 
COROLLARY 4.3. The determining function @(A, p) (or D(A, ,u)) solves 
the following Riemann-Hilbert problem with barrier <(e”;p) (cf. (4.9)): 
Plif?i O(pe”, p) <(e”, 11) = .l\m- O(pe”, p), 
where @(A, p) = -TD,(1/11, fi)* for (A( > 1. 
(4.32) 
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Denote 
i(z, /A) = z+ pco(z) d(z)(A -(z) -PI)-’ d(z) o(z)*, for PEP(A), 
where w(z) is the isometry from (O(z)19 onto O(z)9 in the polar decom- 
position 
Q(z) = w(z) (Q(z)(. 
LEMMA 4.4. [f T is invertible, then for p E p(A), 
Proof. Consider the functional model of T. It is obvious that 
V,.D,b = (I- O(z)@(O)*) b@ -&)O(O)*b. 
By a direct computation, it is easy to see that 
(4.34) 
V,.(Z- AT)- ‘D,a = 
(I- o(z)Q(X)*) a@ (- 1) d(z)O(Q*a 
1 - L 
(4 35) 
. . 
If fact, if we multiply (I- AT) from the left on both sides of (4.35), then 
(4.35) is reduced to the formula (4.34) for the vector a. 
Since 
T’“@ v = (2% - QP(z”(o*u + Au)))@ (z”v - dP(z”(o*u + do))), 
T*nU@v= P(Z”u)@Z”v 
for u@vE$,, and s-lim,,, Z”Pz’ = Z, it is easy to see that 
lim ~*“~‘k@v=P(u--O(O*u+do))@(v-d(O*u+dv)) (4.36) 
I, - 1 
for u@ v E 8. If u 0 u is the vector in (4.35), then 
lim V,.T*“T”(Z-IT)- ‘D,a 
,I Y 1 
=p u-Q(z)Q(z)*)a @(-1)&)Q(4*a 
1 --AZ > 1 - 1-2 . 
(4.37) 
The inequality (1/2x) s? IjOT( alI2 dt > )I T* all2 follows immediately 
by expanding 0 r(pe”) in a power series and taking the limit as p ---f 1. Hence 
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ker(@,(e”)*) = (0) f or almost all &‘E T. Thus [range(w(e”) CD(@)*)]’ = 
ker(w(e”) w(e”)*) = {0}, a.e. This means w(e”) ,(ei’)* = I( 8, a.e. Hence 
lim V,.T*“T”(Z-AT)-‘D,a=P (- 1) Al@/ ~*a. (4.38) 
n-cc 1 - A.2 
Since 2k = (PzdX)k, it is easy to see that 
P2<A”k(u@u)=(-1)OP(A(z)A+([Z-dPA]A+)k-’v) 
@([Z-APA]A+)ku, 
for k > 0. By the same method, computing (4.36) and using (4.37), we have 
= P((-1) OA(A+[~0~2]A+)k-‘(~0~2v-AO*u)) 
@(([1012] A+)k()0)2U-A@*u)). (4.39) 
If u@u= V,.(Z-/ZT(-‘D,a, then (4.38) becomes 
lim V,.P,T*” AkT”(Z-LT)p’D,a 
n-+m 
=P 
u AA! Ao*a 
1 --AZ > 
0 
(- 1)OAk Aw*a 
l-AZ . 
(4.40) 
Notice that (A - ~1) - ’ may be approximated by polynomials in A in the 
norm topology. From (4.38) and (4.40) it follows that 
lim VCPx; T*“(A -pZ)-’ T”(Z-- AT)-’ D,a 
n-m 
=P 
wA(A- -pZ)-‘Aw*a 
1-h > 
0 
Note that if ~(.)EH’, then 
(Pf, A) = (f, h). 
From (4.38) and (4.41), we obtain (4.33) 
THEOREM 4.5. For every continuous function qS( .) on T, 
1 
w-lim - 
p-1- 2n s 
2n (E(pe”, p) E,(pe”, ,ii)* -[(e”, p)) &ei’) dt= 0. (4.42) 
0 
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If D is in the Hilhert-Schmidt class then 
I 2n 
,!l_m, 271 J 
IIE(pe”, p) E,(pe”, ii)* - i(e”, pL)ll I dt = 0. (4.43) 
0 
Proof: First, we have to prove that 
T*(A-/iI)- ‘T-(A-p)-‘=p(A-pZ). ‘D’T- ‘(A-pZ)-‘T. (4.44) 
Notice that 
[T*,(A-pZ)-l]=(A-yZ)-l[A-,uZ, T*](A-pZ) ’ 
= (A -pZ)-’ D2T ‘A(A -pZ) ‘. 
Therefore the left-hand side of (4.44) equals 
(A-PI) ’ D?‘A(A-pZ)-‘T+(A-pZ) -‘(T*T-I), 
which equals the right-hand side of (4.44). 
From Lemma 4.4, the following weak limit exists: 
L=w-lim~DT~‘T*“(A-~Z)~1T’7+1(Z-~T) -‘D. 
,, - 1, 
It is obvious that 
L-p DT ‘(A-pZ)p’(Z-AT)p’TD 
=w-limp2 i DTp’T*k(A-pZ)p’D2T~~‘(A-pZ) ~lT”f’(Z-JT)p’D, 
II + r k = 0 
(4.45) 
by (4.44). If 0 < (zl < 1, then 
p i DTpl(A-pZ)p’Tk+‘(Z--T)m ’ DZk= E*k jL)* - E*(L i4* 
k = 0 
_-r’ 
and 
p i DT-‘T*%l-pZ) -‘Dzk=(E(;,p)-Z); ‘. 
k=O 
Hence (4.45) implies 
1 L = (E*(A,fi) -I)* + w/p g I 
2n (E(pe”,pL- NE,(w”,A - &(A fill* dt 
0 p( p - Xe") 
= lim J.-j 
,>-I- 27ci 
E(z, CL) E*(z, CL)* dz _ z, 
I~,=~, (1 - Xz)z 
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Thus 
lim L 
p-1- 27L f 
Etp”, p) E*td’, PI* - i(d’, P) dt _ o - . 
1 - Ape” 
(4.46) 
By the method used in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can prove (4.42) and 
(4.43) using (4.46). 
Remark 1. The functions c( ., p) and [( ., ,u) satisfy the following 
relation. If A +(z) is diagonal in the J-matrix representation (cf. Section 8 
of this paper), and ((e”, p) is invertible, then 
[(e”, p) = Q(e”) t(e”, p) Q(e”)*. 
In fact, from the definition of <(., ,u), it is easy to see that 
[(e”, p)d =d(Z-A+(A+ -p))-‘(Z- IQ/*) 
=d(A+ -pZ)-‘(A+ lQ12-,aZ). 
(4.47) 
Therefore, 
ThUS 
~(e”,~))‘d=d(A+lQ(2--Z)~1(A+ -pZ). 
lQ( t(e”,p)-’ (01 d=d(QJ (A+ (Q12-pZ)-1(A+ -pZ) (0) 
=&A- -,aZ)-‘(A- -,alS12), 
since 
Cl~11~~+l~12-~~~-‘=~CI~11~+Cl~11-~~~-1CI~11. 
On the other hand, we have 
d(A- -pLI)-‘(A- -p Iol-‘)=d(z+~(A-~z)-‘4*). 
Hence 
101 (Ye”, p)-’ 181 = I+ @(A _ -pZ)-‘A, 
which implies (4.47). 
Let U, and U, + be the minimal unitary and the minimal isometric dila- 
tion of T* on the space % and X*+, respectively (&cXY+ c,X). Let 
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THEOREM 4.6. For p E p(A), the weak limit 
A*(u) = w-lim T*“(A - uZ)-’ T” 
,I - cc 
exists and it is a T-Toeplitz operator. There exists a unitary operator 52 
(which is independent ofu) from G, to G such that the symbol of A,(u) is 
a-‘(A -/d-Q. 
Proof: Suppose T, T*, X”, etc., are the corresponding objects in the 
functional model. Since 
w-lim T*“T”u~u~M’=P((Z-~~*)~-OAU)~((O~*V-AO*M)~~ 
n-3: 
(cf. (4.36)) and 
w-lim T*“AkT”u @ v Q w 
n--+3c 
=P((-l)OA(A+([10(2]A+)k-1(~0/2~-AO*u)),) 
Q([lOlz] A+)k((O12u-A@*u)@w, 
where (.),, denotes the component in G, of (.), (cf. (4.39)), we have 
w-lim T*“( A - uZ) - * T”u 0 v @ w 
!I + 5 
= P(oA((A-. -uZ))‘(Aw*u- \O~U))~) 
@[/@i](Ap -,uZ)-‘(IO/v-Ao*u)@w. (4.48) 
It is easy to see that 
P,~u~v~w=oA(Ao*u-)01v)o)Ol (1Olu-Ao*u)@w 
since 
P,. h = lim U: + T”h, for he3C 
n-m 
(4.49) 
and G, = V,, > 0 U: P,* X [20,21]. Besides, 
P.,(((-l)oAv)OlO1uOw)=P((-l)wAu)O~O~u~u’. (4.50) 
Define the unitary operator 52 
(4.51) 
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From (4.48)-(4.51), it follows that 
A*(p)=PxlP(A- -pZ)-‘OP,*, 
which proves the theorem. 
5. PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED TO WEAK CONTRACTIONS AND 
A,=s-lim T”T*” 
Let T be a contraction in Hilbert space. It is known that the strong limit 
A.=+lim T”T*” 
n+a3 
exts (cf. [ 19, 231); sometimes A r is simply denoted by A. It is obvious that 
A, is a T*-Toeplitz operator and its symbol A + (e”) = I. Let 
then 
H =A’f=T* r T ' (5.1) 
so that HT is hyponormal. Since HFHT= AT, there is a partial isometry W 
from .9(AT) onto &!(H,) such that 
HT= WAY’. (5.2) 
This is the polar decomposition of the hyponormal operator HT. The 
operator W can be extended to an isometric operator from 2 into 2 (cf. 
[23, p. 4]), which is still denoted by W. If T is invertible, then 
%(H,) = &!(A.) and hence we may assume that W is unitary. This hypo- 
normal operator H, is canonically associated with T. 
Later, we only consider the case when T is a weak contraction, that is, 
T is invertible and the defect operator DE Tz(*) or equivalently 
Z- T*TE zi(&‘). Since the principal function g( .) of H, is completely 
determined by T, gT is said to be the associated principal function of the 
contraction T. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf T is a weak contration, 0 E p(T) and p E p(A T), then 
(5.3) 
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and 
(5.4) 
Mahere g, is the associated principal function qf the contraction T. 
Proqf: From (3.6’), it is easy to see that {A - PI, I- i.T* ) has determi- 
nant and 
where P Vl is the projection from X onto 9’. Therefore 
det{A,-pZ,Z-AT*}=det({A.-pZ,Z-AT*}\,). 
From (3.6), it follows that 
detD(&~)=det((A~-~Z,Z-jE.T*}~~). 
Hence 
detD(&p)=det{A.-pZ,Z-j.T*}. (5.5) 
If A 7- is invertible, then T* = A ; “* WA F*, and by a theorem in [ 33, [4]. 
or 1231 we have 
det{A,-~Z,Z-Ir*}=exp-&/j~i(Pe”)dln(p’-p) A d ln( 1 - i-e”). 
(5.6) 
This and (5.5) imply (5.3). So we only have to establish (5.6) for general 
A 7' 
Since T is invertible, we may assume that the operator W in (5.2) is 
unitary. It is obvious that 
[AT, W]=ATW-WAT=[H,*, HT] WEY~(JY) 
and [AT, T*] E Y,(X) (see (3.4)). On the other hand, 
A$‘[A., T*] = [A., W]Ak2 
and 
(5.7) 
(I-Q)CAT, T*](Z-Q)=(Z-Q)[A.. W](Z-Q)=o, (5.8) 
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where Q is the projection from 2 onto the .%?(A T). Let {Q,} be a sequence 
of projections such that 
O<Q,< ... < Q, < ... , Q, -+ Q, 
[A., Q,] =O, and ATQ, is invertible in Y(Q,#). From (5.7), it follows 
that 
Ak,QnCA., r*lQ,=Ak,(A~‘IQ”~)-‘Q,[~., w] QJA:/ZI&. 
Therefore 
WQJk,C& r*lQJ = WQn&C~T, WI QJ. 
Let n-+ co, then Tr(QAk,[AT, T*] Q)=Tr(QAk,[AT, W]Q). This and 
(5.8) imply 
Tr(Ak,[A., T*]) = Tr(Ak,[A,, W]). 
A variation of the collapsing functional technique (cf. p. 172 of [23]) 
enables us to prove easily that for every pair of polynomials p( ., .) and 
4( .? .I 
By means of the standard relation between the determinant formula and 
trace formula (cf. [3,4]), (5.6) is proved using (5.9). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T be a weak contraction and 0~p(T), then 
OS(e”) OT(ei’) - I/, E ZI(B) and 
g,(r1j2 e-“) dr 
(5.10) 
r-p 
for almost all e” on the unit circle and ,u E p(A T), 
ProoJ: From (4.31), there is a sequence {pn} satisfying 0 < pn < 1 and 
pn -P 1 such that 
lim II~(p,e”, P) - He”, P)Il r = 0. 
n-cc 
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Thus 
det(<(e”, p)) = lim det(q(p,e’(, P)). 
n-tr 
On the other hand, from (4.9), (5.3), and (5.4) 
g,(pe”) ppneie dp dt 
(p* - p)(e-” - p,,e’“) 
+:I 
ghe”) P dp dt 
(p*-p)(l -~,~e~ “e “) 
J‘ 
ghe -“) dp2 = exp 
P2-P 
Since the symbol A + of A 7 is the identity and 
<(e”, p) = I- d(e”)*/( 1 - p) 
= Q(e”)* Q(e’“) - pII, 
1-p ’ 
we have 
det(<(e”, p)) = det 
Q(e’“)* Q(e’“) - fiZ(, 
1-P 
which proves (5. IO). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Under the condition of Theorem 5.2, let &(peir) be the 
number qf eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of O,(e”)*O,(e”) (or qf 
O,(e”) O,(e”)*) which lie in the interval (0, p], then 
gT(pe”) = -&.(p2e I, 1 (5.11) 
,for almost all e” on the unit circle, where g,( .) is the associated principal 
.function qf the contraction T. 
Proof. Suppose that the eigenvalues of Or(e”)*OT(e”) are 
0 < AI < A.,(e”) < . . < A,(e’r) < . d 1. 
Then 
det Q,(e”)* Q,(e”)- pZ), 
( > 
=n 
ij(e") -  /l 
1-P I  
1-p 
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From (5.10), it follows that 
s 
-gr(‘W e-i’) 
dr = c In 1-P 
r-p i /Z,(e”) - p’ 
Thus 
-gT(y’/2 e-” )= 1 I=J$(re”), 
.qe”) d r 
which proves (5.11). 
Let M, be the family of all functions f(., ., .) defined on S’ x S’ x R of 
the form 
f (e”, e”, x) = 2 eicme +4) 
s 
ei.” dm,,,( t), 
m, n 
where {~,&t): m, n = 0, + 1, f 2, . ..} are complex measures satisfying 
For these functions f in M,, define the operators 
f(T, T*, AT) = 1 T”T*” 1 eiAT’ do,,,(t). 
COROLLARY 5.4. Under the condition of Theorem 5.2 
Tr(Lf(T*, T, AT), MT*, T, AT)11 
forf and h in M,. 
The proof of this corollary is similar to that of the corresponding result 
in [4] cf. [23]. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let T be a weak contraction such that Tpl E Z(2). v 
f (.) is an analytic function defined on a neighborhood of g(T) u s(T*-‘) 
thenf(T)-f(T*-‘)EPl(S). Besides, ifalso either a(T) $ {z: IzI = l> or 
g&eie) 
-h(p’) dpd8< -f-co, 
P 
(5.13) 
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where h is a continuous function on [0, 11, then 
+$W i”),f’(e’“) h(p’) ; dp d%, 
(5.14) 
where {n,} is the set ofeigenvalues of T with multiplicities {n, }, respective1.y. 
Proof. Suppose that f(z)=(k-z). ’ for z~C\{k) and j.~p(T). It is 
easy to verify that 
and 
(&T)-‘A+A~2(& W*) ’ 
A”2(dI_ T*-l) 1 =(lI- p- ‘/pp. 
Thus 
,41;‘2((E.Z- T)-’ - (LZ- T*-’ ) -1) A’:‘= [A., (%I- Iv*) ‘1. 
Hence for any polynomial p( .), 
Tr(p(A.)A.(A.+.sZ)-l((iZ- T)-‘-(AZ- T* -I) ~I)) 
=k g,(pe--‘o) 
II 
e’n ~ P(P2)P 
(j, _ ,iO)’ p2 + E dp do’ (5.15) 
If p(0) = 0, then putting E + 0 in (5.15), we get 
(5.16) 
and (5.14) holds for h =p and f(z) = (A-z) ‘. 
Now suppose p(z) _= 1. If a(T) $ {z: IzI = 1) then In 2 may be defined 
as a regular function on a neighborhood of a(T) u g( T* ’ ) because 
a(T)= {z: IzI = 1) u {A,>. From (5.15) it follows that 
Tr(A.(A,+eZ)-‘(In T-ln T*-’ I)=-!-jig,(pep”‘)~, 
where 
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and r is a suitable contour. Since 
(A- T)-‘(A.- T*-‘)-‘E~l(~) for REP, 
it is easy to see that in T-In T* --I E Yl(3?). Hence 
1 JJ lgT(pe-ieY p dpdB= -Tr(A.(A.+sZ))‘(ln T-In T*-I)). 7-c p*+E 
Let E + 0, then 
i lgT(pe-‘e)l 
7-c JJ P dpdB< +a. 
Therefore (5.13) holds for every continuous h in case of CJ( T) + {z: lz( = 1 }. 
From (5.13) and (5.16), it follows that 
Tr(Qh(A.)(f(T)-f(T*-‘))) =k JJ gT(pec")ft(eie) h(p2) $- dp de, 
(5.17) 
for f(z) = (A - z)) r, where Q is the projection from 2 onto a(A =). 
Let Qn be the projection from Y? onto the space spanned by the 
eigenspaces of T corresponding to Aj and the eigenspace of T * correspond- 
ing to A,, j= 1, 2, . . . . n. Then Q, t (I-Q) (cf. [16]). Hence 
Tr((Z-Q)(f(T)-f(T*-I)))= lim ‘WQ,df(T)-f(T*-‘1)) n-cc 
= lim i n,(f(ilj)-f(A,:‘)) (5.18) 
n-m,.=, 
for f( .) = (A - ( -))- ‘. On the other hand, it is obvious that 
Tr((Z-Q)h(A.)(f(T)-f(T*~‘)))=h(O)Tr((Z-Q)(f(T)-f(T*-‘))). 
(5.19) 
From (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19), it follows (5.14) forf(z)=(A-z)-‘. 
This proves the result for these special f, but the case of general analytic 
f is proved using the Cauchy formula. 
Now let us restrict ourselves to the case where AT is invertible. In this 
case the operator X is invertible. The polar symbols of H with respect to 
W are denoted by 
S,( W, H) = s-lim W*“HW’. 
n- *cc 
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For boundedly invertible T, 2, = Z,, V, is a unitary operator from the 
completely nonunitary space *. onto dL*(SB*) = L*(9,). 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf A, is invertible, then 
S+(W, HT)= w, (5.20) 
S-(W, fJT)I.HL,= wM2,= T*IH,,, (5.21) 
(2, S- (W, H,)j~,< Z,tf)(e”) =ep”(O,(ei’)*O(e”))“*,f(e”). (5.22) 
Proof: Since T* = A ; “*WAY, it is obvious that 
A ;r = s-]im T”T*” = s-lim A y W*“A ; 1 W”A F* 
8 - cc n-x 
Therefore s-lim, j x) W*“A ; ’ W” = Z, which implies 
s&n W*“A ‘I2 Wn = 1 T  (5.23) n-m 
since A, 20 and A;’ EL?(X). From (5.23), we get (5.20). 
We turn now to the calculation of K( W, H,). It is obvious that in the 
unitary subspace -ri”, 
Arl.~,,=ZIxu and HTl.,u= WI xy,= T*l.,“, 
which imply (5.21). 
It is obvious that 
Z, A’,/2Z;’ = (I- APLI)‘,‘~ 
Z, T*Z;’ = (I-dPd)-~‘!* e -“(Z-LIPA)“~. 
Therefore 
s-lim (2, W*“AT W”Z;‘f)(e”) = s-lim eni’(Z- APA) e -“‘lf(e”) 
,, + -<x ,t + --ix 
= OT(ei’)*OT(e”)f(e”), (5.24) 
which implies 
s-lim (Z, W*“A~W”Z; ‘f)(e”) = (@,(e”)*@,(e”))“2f(e’f). 
,, + cc 
(5.25) 
Thus (5.22) is proved. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. Let H be a completely hyponormal operator in X. 
Suppose H is invertible. Denote the polar decomposition of H by 
H= W IHJ, 
where W is unitary and ) HI 2 0. If 
S-(W, jHJ)=s-lim W*“IHI w”=cZ, (5.26) 
n-m 
where c is a constant, then the principal function g( .) of H is a complete 
unitary invariant for the unitary operator W. 
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that the constant c 
in (5.26) is 1. It is obvious that IHI is invertible, since H is invertible. 
Define an operator 
T= IH( W*(HI-‘, 
then 
I-T*T=IHj-,‘IH*,H] IHI-‘20. 
Thus T 1s a contraction. From (5.26), it follows that 
S-(W, IHI-‘)=I, 
) HI* = s-lim T”T*“. 
n-m 
Therefore IHI = AT and H = H,. In this case SU = (0 >, since H is com- 
pletely hyponormal. From Corollary 5.3, (5.24), and (5.25) it is easy to see 
that g( .) is a complete unitary invariant, since it determines the spectral 
multiplicity of W. 
6. PHASE SHIFT FORMULAE FOR DISSIPATIVE OPERATORS 
Let K be a dissipative operator, i.e., 
Im(Kf; f) 2 0 for every f~ a(K). 
If K has no proper dissipative extension, then K is called maximal 
dissipative (cf., for example, [19]). In this section, we always assume that 
K is maximal dissipative and there is a constant k such that 
WKS, f) <k llfllzl for every f E 9(K). (6.1) 
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It is then easy to see that {eiK’, 0 < t < + 00 } is a semi-group of contrac- 
tions, the limit 
B 
K 
= s-lim elKle .- iK* r 
I-Z 
exists, and 0 d B, ~1. We associate a contraction T to the maximal 
dissipative operator through the Cayley transform 
T= (K- iZ)(K+ U)~ ‘. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let K be a maximal dissipative operator sati:fving (6.1) and 
T be its Cayley transform, then 
B,= A,. (6.2) 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4 in [23]. It follows 
from the definition of B, that 
B,K* = KB,. (6.3) 
Thus 
TB, T* = B,, (6.4) 
From (6.1), Im K is bounded. It is obvious that 
d 
rKt 
Lie e 
--iK*rf= -zeiKr lrn ~~ iK*‘f 
for .f in a dense subset of X’. Hence 
Equation ( 6.4) implies that 
s 
co T”T*” = B, + 2 T”e rK’ Im Ke iK*rT*n dt, 
0 
and hence 
I= B, + 2 
s 
a erKr Im Ke ‘K*’ dt. 
0 
T”T*“> B 
f K . 
If we take the limits in this inequality, then we get 
A.>B,. (6.5) 
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On the other hand, K.4, = A.K*, since A, is a T*-Toeplitz operator. 
Thus 
eiKtA Te ~ iK*l= A T. (6.6) 
It is obvious that 
I=A,+ f T”DZ,T*“. (6.7 1 
n=O 
From (6.6) and (6.7), it follows that 
&Kre-iK*t = AT + 1 eiKtTnDi T*ne-iK*f. 
l7=0 
Hence 
&Kte - iK* f 2 A T ,  
which implies B, 2 A.. This inequality and (6.5) imply (6.2). 
Define a principal function gK( .) of the maximal dissipative operator K 
satisfying (6.1) as 
g&+iy)=gT((x+i)(X-i)-1y1’2), y>o, (6.8) 
and g,(x + iy) = 0 for y < 0, where g,(a) is the principal function of the 
Cayley transform T in case of [HF, HT] E Pi(S). 
COROLLARY 6.2. If the dissipative operator K is bounded, Im K E LZ’~(Z), 
and BK is invertible, then gK( ‘) is the principal function of the hyponormal 
operator H, = X + iBK, where X is a self-adjoint operator BK lr2KBy2. 
ProojI From (6.3), it is easy to prove that X is self-adjoint. 
Let T be the Cayley transform of K and 
W= (X+ iZ)(X- iZ)-’ (6.9) 
then 
H 
T  
= A li2T* = WB1/2 
T  K 
From (6.3), it follows that 
i[X, BK] = 2Bz2 Im KBY’. 
Thus HK = X+ iB, is hyponormal and [H:, HK] is in the trace class. 
On the other hand, 
[H:, HT] = (A’- i)-’ [Hg, HK](X+ i)-’ E 9,(S). 
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Thus gK( .) equals the principal function of the hyponormal operator H, 
through the transformation law of the principal function, (6.2), and (6.9). 
The characteristic operator function for the maximal dissipative operator 
K satisfying (6.1) is defined as 
‘(K*-~1)~’ E (6.10) 
n 
for Im z 2 0, where E = 2(Im K)“2 and 6 = EX. The relationship between 
O,( .) and the O,( .), where T is the Cayley transform of K, is given by 
O,(z)= VO,((z-i)(z+i) -‘)u, (6.11) 
where U: 6 + $S and I/: g* + d are unitary operators (cf. [ 191). 
We can therefore state a version of Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.3, Theorem 
5.5, and Corollary 5.6 for the dissipative case. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let K be a maximal dissipative operator satisfying the 
conditions that Im KE 9,(S) and the Cayley transform T of K is invertible, 
then 
and 
det @,(x)*@,(x) - 4, 
( 1-P > 1 = exp 
g& + in) 4 
Y-P 
for almost all real x and p E p(B,). 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2, Lemma 6.1, 
(6.8), and (6.11). 
COROLLARY 6.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.3, let N,(x + iy) be 
the number of the eigenvalues of O,(x)*@,(x) which are in the interval 
CO, ~1. Then 
g,(X + iy) = -N,(x + iy). 
THEOREM 6.5. Let K be a dissipative operator satisfying the condition of 
Theorem 6.3. If @( .) is an analytic function defined on a neighborhood qf 
a(K) v a( K*) in the Riemann sphere then Q(K) - @(K*) E gI (2’). Besides $ 
also either K is bounded or 
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ss Ig& +iY) h(Y)1 dxdy< +co, Y 
where h is a continuous functions on [0, 11, then 
1 7% ss g,(x + iy) Q’(x) h(yW’ dx 4,(6.12) 
where {Li> are eigenvalues of K with multiplicities n,j, respectively. 
Remark 6.6. Let H = u + iv be a completely hyponormal operator with 
[H*, H] E C, satisfying v > cl, where c is a constant. If 
s-(u, u) = s-lim eiutve-‘“‘= cl 
t--r --m 
then the principal function g( .) of H is a complete unitary invariant for U. 
Remark 6.6 may be proved independently from the machinery of this 
paper in the following way. Here we sketch this proof, 
Proof: For simplicity, let c = 1. 
Let s+(u, v)=s-lim,, +co eiu’ve-‘“‘. Then (cf. [9]) 
o,(Z)=exp g(v+id)sl 
I 
=~~~(Z+(S-(U,U)(;~)-S+(U, v)(A))(s+(u, t+uj(n)-*) 
=det 1 +jF), 
( 
where dR,( .) is absolutely continuous with respect to its trace d Tr(R,(. )) 
and the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative RJ( .) has its eigen- 
values in the interval [0, I]. Let the j-th eigenvalues of R;(v) be denoted 
by pj(v, A), each eigenvalue appearing in this enumeration according to its 
multiplicity, in such a way that 
0-c ... Qp,(v, A)dpu,(v, A),< 1. 
Define for each Bore1 set A of R’ the scalar measures 
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and let H’(A) = L’(du’;“). In [9], it was proved that 
m(d) = c dim(H’(L)) 
is the spectral multiplicity a.e. of ;i E a(u). 
But the hypothesis s-(u, u) = 1 enables us to compute these dimensions. 
By the Aronszjan-Weinstein formula (cf. p. 247 of [8]), we define for 
BE Y(3) satisfying B = B* the function ir([, B) as follows. If [ $ a(B) then 
c([, B) = 0. If i E o,(B) then v”(<, B) is the dimension of the eigenspace 
corresponding to [. And F([, B) = co for < E a( B)\cr,,( B). Then 
where v(c, o) = k if (: is a zero of o of order k, ~(5, co) = -k if [ is a pole 
of o of order k, and v([, w) = 0 for other points. 
Since s_ (u, u)(L) has only the point 1 in its spectrum, we see that the 
phase shift determines the multiplicities, i.e., 2 dim H’(1) equals the sum 
of the multiplicities of all the eigenvalues of s+(u, u)(j”). 
Each zero VI”) of w  of order k is an eigenvalue of s+ (u, I’) with multi- 
plicity exceeding by k the multiplicity of v(“) as an eigenvalue of s _ (zf, u)( 1.). 
Thus 
f g(A v(‘))-g(i, v(i- “)=*(i), 
,=I 
where m is the highest number. Thus Corollary 6.6 is proved. 
Remark 6.7. If BK1~2(k), then S+(X, B,)=Z, where X=B~.“‘KB~“. 
In fact, 
Hence 
But 
s-lim e - iK*reiK/ = B, 1. 
I--r --z 
Therefore S + (X, BK) = I. 
Remark 6.8. We turn now to a discussion of a simple illustration of 
Theorem 6.5. 
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Suppose that K = R + Q, with R = R* and Q = QR + iQI, where QR and 
Q, are self-adjoint, trace class and Q, 2 0. Then K is maximal dissipative 
and 8 = Q,&‘, the operator valued function 
defined for Im z 2 0, is easily seen to be the Lifshitz characteristic operator 
function of the restriction of K to the closed subspace f(R+ QR)8’, 
generated by functions J 
The contractive analytic function det 6,( .) has the representation 
where a>O, ]/I] = 1, 
I 
da(t) -< +a, 
1 + t2 
and 
B(z)=n (bj(z)q,(-~Ibj(-i)l~‘)mi 
I 
for b,(z)=(z-Aj)(z-Aj)-’ and {,$} . IS an enumeration of the non-real 
zeros of det dK( .) with multiplicities (m,]. 
In fact, this representation can be relined: 
det &,(z)=mB(z)exp( -iIs), 
where Jc1( = 1 and j da(t) < co. 
This is a consequence of the observations that 
(4 lim, + m det dK(x + iy) = 1, 
(/I) 4,J.z)’ = Z, - 2i ,,@,(K- zZ)-’ a,, and 
(Y) ldet&@)l ‘~~xP(~II,,~(K-~Z) ‘&II,,) for Imz>((Q,((,,. 
It now follows from Theorem 6.3 or 6.5 above that the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative a’( .) of CJ with respect to Lebesgue measure satisfies 
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for a.e. x so that we set a special case of (6.12), cf. [ 1, 163. 
Tr(@(K)-@(K*))= -i[@‘(f)cY(r)dt. 
We may also conclude that 
for non-negative integer n. 
If E, denotes the spectral resolution of B,, this last equation becomes 
Thus 
f Tr(E,Q,) = - $5 g,(x + iy) dx 
for a.e. YE [0, 1 J. 
In particular, when Q, has rank one, 
Q, = (e, e). 
We find 
Finally, we note that because 
I@,(x)( =epno’(-’ for real x, 
Corollary 6.4 tells us that 
g,(x + iy) = - 1 
for e mZno’(Y) <I’ < 1 and 
g,(x + iy) = 0 
elsewhere. 
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7. DETERMINANT FORMULAE FOR THE DETERMINING FUNCTIONS 
Let H be a hyponormal operator in the Hilbert space 2. Then there is 
a contraction in 2 such that 
TH= H*. (7.1) 
Hence H is a T*-Toeplitz operator 
THT* = H. (7.2) 
From now on, the operator A in the formulas of Sections 3-4 we refer to 
will be changed to the operator H. If T-’ E Z”(Z) then ker(X*) = (0). 
Since H is completely hyponormal, Hx= 0 implies x = 0, hence 
ker(X) = (0). 
LEMMA 7.1. If H is hyponormal, invertible and [H*, H] E Z,(X) then 
and 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
for (AI < 1 and ,a E p(H), where g( . ) is the principal function of the operator 
H and m( . ) is the planar Lebesgue measure. 
ProoJ By the same method used in proving (5.6), we can prove that 
det D(A, p) = det { H - pZ, I- AH* ~ ’ H} 
=exp$ 
ss 
g(pe”) dln(pe”--) A dln(1 -Ae2ir), 
which proves (7.3). Similarly, we can prove (7.4). 
Let N, and ZK be the normal symbols of H defined in Section 4, then 
N, are multiplication operators 
THEOREM 7.2. Zf H is hyponormal, H is invertible, and [H *, H] E 9,) 
then 
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and 
det [(ei’,~)=det((N+(e”)-~Z)ml(N.m(e”)--Z)), P E p(H), (7.6) 
where ((e”, p) is defined in (4.9) (,for H) and g( .) is the principal function 
of H. 
Proqf: (a) From (4.31), it follows that 
det ((e”, p) = lim det q(Plle”, ,u), 
n- fX 
where 0 < p,, < 1 and p,, + 1. By means of Lemma 7.1, it is easy to see that 
det rl(p,,e”, p) = det D*(pneir, ji) det D(p,,e”. p) 
Putting n -+ ‘ys, we obtain (7.5). 
(b) To prove (7.6), let b be a negative semi-definite operator such 
that [lO(e = exp b. It is evident that b is in the trace class since 
j@(e”)l’ = I- A2 is in the trace class for almost all e”. 
For convenience, the matrix eb-rN+(el’) ehY is denoted by N,, where 
x E [0, 11. It is obvious that 
u(x, x’)=det(N,-pZ)-‘(N,., -pZ) 
exists and is a continuous function of x and x’. Moreover. 
det((N+(e”)-PI).-‘(N(e”)-pZ))=u(O, 1). (7.7) 
A simple calculation shows 
u(.u,x+Ax)=det(Z+(N,-~I)-‘(ehd’N,ehd‘-N,)) 
= det(Z+ (N, - PZ) -’ (bN, + N,b) Ax + R(.u, Ax)), 
where I Ax\ is a small number and II R(x, AX)// ,/( Ax)’ is bounded 
Ax + 0. Thus 
u(x+ Ax)=exp{Tr(2(N,-p) ” N,b) Ax+ O(Ax2)}. 
Hence 
0 -1 j j+l 
~(0, 1) = lim n u - - 
n - cc 
/=O ( > n’ n 
for 
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Along the same lines, we change N, to N(C) e2’Y We can prove that 
det((N+(e”)-~Z)-‘(N+(ei’)e2b-~Z)) 
Tr((N+ (e”) e2’-’ -pZ)-‘N+(e”) e2b-xb) dx 
It is obvious that 
tr((N(e”) e2bx -ZJ-‘N(ei’)e2b”b)= tr((N,--ZJ-‘N,b). 
Thus (7.8) and (7.9) are equal and 
~(0, l)=det((N+(e”)-pZ)-‘(N+(e”)[l@(e’”)(*]--Z)) 
=det(Z+ (N+(e”)-~Z))‘N+(e”)([O(e”)*O(e”)] -I)) 
= det(Z- N(e”)(N(e”) -pZ)-’ d(ei’)2), 
which equals det t(e”, p). We conclude (7.4). 
8. J-MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF HYPONORMAL OPERATORS 
Let H be a hyponormal operator in the Hilbert space &‘, and T be a 
contraction in 2 satisfying 
TH=H*. (8.1) 
Let ZV, X, U be the operators introduced by Sz.-Nagy and Foias in [21] 
or cf. Section 2. 
Let X@) (n > 1) be the minimal subspace which reduces T and contains 
n-l 
u H’[H*, H] Z? 
j=O 
as a subset. Then the subspace V,“= I #@) is invariant with respect to H 
and T and hence also H * by (8.1). Thus 
,yp = \;j #“), 
n=l 
since H is completely hyponormal. Denote Y. = X(O) = K and 
~n=Jf+)~(J@“-‘) v &), n> 1. 
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Then 2 can be decomposed as 
It may be helpful to explain this decomposition a little more fully. e is 
the closed span of 
(f( T, T*) D’* 3f v h(T, T*) D2.%) 
obtained from polynomialsf(T, T*) and h(T, T*). 
Because CT, H] H= [H, H*], we can easily deduce, if H is invertible, 
that 
HP= [H, H*](H*H)y’H 
HD:=T*[H,H*]H-'. 
Using these facts it is easy to see that 
/+I 
Hc%?') c u #0(i) and H.e ~2'~". 
r=l 
When N is not boundedly invertible, we can use the Moore-Penrose 
inverse H + to get similar identities, and the same decomposition, because 
[H,H+]H+ is bounded. 
According to this decomposition, the operator H may be written as a 
matrix H= (H,,), where H, is an operator from .$ into x. From the 
structure of L$’ 
it follows that H, = 0 for i > j + 1. Since X”” reduces T, 8, reduces T. 
From (8-l), it follow that 
It also follows that H, = 0 for j > i + 1. Thus (Ho) is a tridiagonal matrix, 
i.e., 
H,=O for [j-i\ > 1 
The matrices above are called J-matrices. 
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Let P, be the projection from I6 onto ZU = C, aI 0 Z,. T,, = TJ X, and 
Hu=P,HI,. Since XU reduces T, from (7.1) it follows that 
T,,H,= H,*. 
Since T, is unitary, it is obvious that HUH,* = H, T,H, = H,*H,, which 
means 
is normal. Since each q reduces T, the operator T may be written as a 
diagonal matrix (Tidy), where TO = T, is the completely non-unitary part 
of T and all other Ti = T,, 1 x, are unitary. Thus we can choose the space G 
and the operators A’, U, and N in the Sz.-Nagy-Foias theorem (cf. [21]) 
such that 
G= c OGj, (8.3) 
j>O 
and the matrices 
IV = (NJ, x= (X,S,), u= (U,S,) 
possess the following properties: Xi, i> 1, and Ui, i> 0, are unitary 
operators, and N is also a J-matrix. For convenience, we take 
Go=m), 
X0= P,, V,, where P, is the projection from H2(9,,*)@d,L2(9,) onto Go, 
and take U, as the multiplication operator, 
( Uof)(e”) = e’f(e”), f E Go, (8.4) 
i.e., U, = VI G0, where V is the minimal isometric dilation of the operator 
V,T,V,‘. 
Sometimes, for simplicity, without loss of generality we may also suppose 
that 0 4 o(H) and that there is also some half plane 
L,, = {z: W(zeC’“) aa}, 
where c1 is real and a is positive such that a(H) c L,,. In fact, if o(H) does 
not satisfy the above condition then H may be shifted by a constant c E C 
such that the hyponormal operator H - cl does satisfy the condition. Let 
T = {z: jz( = I}. 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose o(H) c L,,. Then 
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o(T)nTcy, (8.5) 
supp d ( ) c P, (8.6) 
where y = {e”‘: 10 + 2a( <n), and 
o(N) = LA,. (8.7 1 
Proof Without loss of generality, we may suppose x = 0. By the cut 
down property (cf. [l&23]) of the spectrum of a hyponormal operator 
H = u + iv the spectrum of the real part u is contained in the interval 
[a, co), where a > 0. Thus u is invertible. Then 
T-Z=(H*+H)H-~’ 
is invertible and - 1 E p( T), i.e., (8.5) holds. Hence the characteristic 
operator function o,(n) is regular and invertible in a neighborhood 0 of 
1. Hence, 
@,(A) ~-I = @(I.)* 
for ;1 E 0 n T. Thus d(e”) = 0 for eir E 0 n T, which proves (8.6). 
From (4.4), it follows that o((N+ N*)/2)c [a, co), since u(u)c [a, cx). 
This proves (8.7). 
Since No0 U, = ZJO No0 = N $,, No0 is also a multiplication operator 
(Noof) = Nde’“)f(e”‘), 
where N&e’“) = MOO(eiH) e-ie’2, e iHj2 is a well-defined measurable function, 
and M&e’“) is a bounded measurable Y(9)-valued function satisfying 
M,,(e’“) = M,,(e’“)*. 
If o(H) = L,,,, then from (8.5) the value of the function eiH’2 may be chosen 
so that eUn12 E L,,. for e”’ E y. In this case 
Modei’) >, 0, 
since o(Noo(e’“)) c a(N) c L,, a. 
From (7.1) it is easy to see that 
X:NloUo*Xof=H,,To*f=P,,,HT*f=P.,,T~’ Hj 
= T; ‘P.,, Hf = T,- ‘X:iV,, X,.f 
for f E 2, where Px, is the projection from X onto &. Thus 
N,,lJ$ = X, T, ‘XFN,,,. (8.81 
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Let E( .) and F( .) be the spectral measures of U,, and A’, T, X:, respec- 
tively. From (8.8), we obtain 
llF(W N,,x II d llNl,II lP(W XII 
for every x E X0 and Borei set M c T. Note that 
(8.9) 
[H*, H] = HD: T* -’ H, 
therefore [H*, H] S = Hg*. Hence H,,So is dense in s$, since X0 @ 8 
is the minimal subspace which reduces T and contains HL?& as a subspace. 
Therefore N,,G,, is dense in X, &. Thus from (8.9) it follows that F( .) is 
absolutely continuous with respect to E( .). 
We choose X, such that the operator 17, = X, T;‘Xf is a multiplication 
operator 
(U, f)(e@) = eief(eie) (8.10) 
and G, =dlL2(S$), where d,(e”) is a bounded function with support in y 
and A, (e”) 2 0. From UN = NU, we have 
N,clU, = u, N,,. (8.11) 
From (8.4), (8.10), and (8.1 l), the operator N,0 acts multiplicatively, 
(Nl,J)(eie) = Nlo(eio)f(eis), fe Go, 
where NJe”) is a bounded measurable operator values function. 
From NU = N *, we obtain 
N,, = U,*N&. 
Hence 
(NoJ)(eie) = No,(eiff)f(eio) 
and 
No,(eiQ) = e-‘“N,o(eiB)*. 
Thus there are bounded measurable operator valued functions MlO(ei’) and 
M,,(e”) such that 
Nlo(eiB) = eiO’*M,,,(eie), No,(eie) = e-ie’2Mo,(eie) 
and 
Mlo(ei’) = M,,(e’“)*. 
Continuing this process, the following theorem can be proved immediately. 
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THEOREM 8.2. If H is a hyponormal operator then there is a decomposi- 
tion of G in (8.3) such that N = (N,) is a J-matrix and N, is a multiplication 
operator 
(NJ’Ne’“) = N,(e”)f(eis), fEGi, 
where Nij(e”/‘) = M,(e”) e-“/’ is a bounded measurable Y(9)-valued 
function satisfying 
Mo(eie) = M,i(e’e)*. 
Ifa(H)cL,,,, then ePie12EL,z, for eiQE y, M,,(e”) 20, and the J-matrix 
M = (Mi,(eie)) is positive semi-definite for every eiH in supp A( .). 
9. COMPARISON OF THE Two MOSAICS OF A HYPONORMAL OPERATOR 
Let H be the hyponormal operator satisfying the condition that 
o(H) c L,.,. Let N(e”) be its symbol, then there is an Y(g)-valued 
bounded measurable function M(e”) satisfying 
M(e”) > 0 
such that N(e”) = M(e”)e --“‘* for err E y. 
We consider the function 
M(e”, z) = ((e”, ze-““) 
=Z-d(ei’)(M(e”)(M(ei’)-z)-‘)O,,d(e”) 
of z, which satisfies the following conditions: (1) it is analytic on the 
complex z-plane except for a bounded closed set in the real axis, (2) 
lim, _ r M(e”, z) = Z, and (3) if Im z 3 0 then 
Im M(z”, z) < 0. 
By methods similar to [3], or [S], there exists a measurable P’(g)-valued 
function B(pe”j2) on (p, e”) E 6 x y, where 6 is a bounded closed set in 
(0, a3 ), satisfying 
such that 
I 
tteir, zeW2) = Mtei’, z) = exp 
s 
_ B(pipT2) dp, 
2 (9.1) 
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Thus the function B(peP”12) is a new mosaic of the hyponormal operator. 
From Theorem 7.2, if [H*, H] E 6pl, then since g(H) c L,.,, 
Tr(B(I)) = -g(5) (9.2) 
for CEO(H). (Thus B( .) is supported on the spectrum of ZZ.) 
Of course, mosaics could also be introduced in the same way as in [4,9]. 
This mosaic possesses global unitary invariance in the following sense: If 
H and H’ are two hyponormal operators in S? and X”, respectively, and 
there is a unitary operator R from 2 onto A?’ such that 
H’=RHR-’ (9.3) 
there is a unitary operator S from CB onto 9’ such that 
BH.(Z) = SB,(z) s-’ for a.e. z E a(H). (9.4) 
In fact, let T’H’ = HI*, D’ = (I- T’* T’)l’*, 9’ = D’X, and 
S= RI, 
then 
A..(e”) = SA,(e”) S-’ for all eit E y. (9.5) 
Denote the matrix N(e”) corresponding to 3” by N’(e”). Since N&e”) 
and N&,(e”) are determined by the functional model we have 
N&(e”) = SN,(e”) S-l. 
Denote 
aol(eir)= (N,,(e”) O...O), 
Alo( 
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and those corresponding to H’ by fio,(ei’), filO(ef’)‘, and Ai,( respec- 
tively. Then there is a unitary operator ((e”) which may depend on eir such 
that 
fi&(e”) = SNo,(ei’) [(e”), A;,(e”) = ((e”) N,,(e”) S ’ 
and 
fi;,(e”) = ((e”) fi,,(e”) [(e”)- ’ 
Thus 
On the other hand. 
(Ne’%N(e”) - LC) ~ ’ Jo0 
= I+ p(N,,(e”) -pZ--A,,(e”)(A,,(e”) -pZ)me’fi,,(e”))m ‘. 
Therefore 
I- A’(e”)(N’(ei’)(N’(e”) - pl) ‘)ood’(e”) 
= S(Z-d(e”)(N(e”)(N(e”)-pZ)p’),d(e”)) Sm’, 
which proves the global unitary invariance of B(z). 
Furthermore, B(z) is also a complete unitary invariant. This means 
if there are two mosaics B(z) and B’(z) of the hyponormal operators H 
and H’, respectively, and there is a unitary operator S from 9 onto 2%’ 
satisfying (9.4), then there is a unitary operator 9 from 2 onto 2” 
satisfying (9.3). 
In fact, from (9.1) and (9.4), it is easy to show (9.5). On the other hand, 
since M(e”) is a J-matrix, ((M(e”) - nZ))‘),, has a continued fraction 
expansion, 
((We”)-p)p’)oo= (~,,(e”)--~~+ ~ol(e”M~,,(e”) 
- pz+ M,,(ei’)(M,,(e”) - pz+ ‘. ) ’ 
x M,,(e”)) ~-’ M,,(e”)) ‘. (9.6) 
By (9.5) and (9.6), from the unitary equivalence of 
Sd(e”)((M(e”)-~Z)-‘),d(e”)~‘S=d’(e”)((M’(ei’)-~Z)~01)d’(er’) 
it is easy to show that there is a diagonal unitary matrix W= (W,6,) with 
W,, = S such that 
WM(e”) Wm. ’ = M’(e”). (9.7 ) 
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Since A and hence X are determined as the residue at infinity of the barrier, 
H= XNX, H’= X’N’X’, (9.5) and (9.7), it is easy to prove (9.3) for a 
certain R. In conclusion, we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 9.1. The mosaic B(z), z E o(H), of the hyponormal operator H 
defined by the normal symbols as in (9.1) is a complete global unitary 
invariant for the operator H. 
Furthermore, the new mosaic has the following important rotation 
covariance. Let BH( . ) denote the mosaic of H. 
THEOREM 9.2. Take e” E y. If H is hyponormal then 
Be,““(z) = B,(e-“z), z E o(e’” H). (9.8) 
Proof: Let T, = (e”“H)*(e’*H)-’ = epziaT. Then from (2.4) and (2.5), 
@,(A) = 0,(Ae2”) eC2i’ 
and 
.4,(e”) =LI~(~~(‘+~O’)). (9.9) 
Let N,, M,(e”, z) be the normal operator and the function (9.1) corre- 
sponding to e’“H. Then from (9.9) and Theorem 8.2 
Nz(eir) = e’*N(e’(’ + 29. 
Thus the function 
M,(e”, z) = M,(ei”+2”), z), 
which proves (9.8). 
Next, we will show that the original mosaic B(z) of a hyponormal 
operator introduced by Carey and Pincus (cf. [4] or [23]) is not unitarily 
equivalent to this new one, since the original mosaic B(z) does not have the 
rotation covariance. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let H = u + iv be a hyponormal operator and m a non- 
negative integer. Then 
tr(vi[u, v] urn) = & J‘g(x + iy) x”’ y dx dy 
x(x~-‘+x~-~x~+ ... +x7-‘)dx,dy,dx,dy,, (9.10) 
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where g(z) is the principal function of H and 
g(z, z’) = tr(B(z) B(z’)), 
where B(z) is the original mosaic introduced by Carey and Pincus. 
Prooj Without loss of generality, we may assume that the operator H 
is an operator in the singular integral model (cf. [23]), i.e., 
(4xX) = xfb) 
and 
(9.11) 
where c(( .) and p( .) are certain bounded Y(g)-valued functions and c%, is 
an auxiliary Hilbert space. By means of Plemelj’s formula, it is easy to 
calculate that 
tr(iu[u, u] urn) =k J1‘ tr (a(x) B(x) a(.~) + h a(.~)‘) x’“’ d.x 
+I 4n2i jj tr9(4x)2 dsJ2) Xm d.x d<q 
s - s 
and since 
exp 
s 
&A + it) dt 
t-l 
= I+ ct(n)(p(n) - II) ’ x(d) 
(cf. p. 107 of [23], or [lo]), we have 
s &x + iy) dy = (x(x)~ 
and 
s &s+i.~)ydy=e(x)/3(x)~(x)+;n(x)~. 
(9.12) 
(9.13) 
(9.14) 
From (9.11) (9.12) (9.13), and (9.14), it is easy to check (9.10). 
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LEMMA 9.4. Let H = u + iv be a hyponormal operator then 
tr(v2i[u, v] u) = & /J g(x + iy) xy2 ds dy 
+&iM ( g x1 + iyl, x2 + iy2)(yl +yJ dx, dy, dx2 4 
1 -- 
(2x)3 .%+ m 
tr(a(x)‘a(s)’ ark) 
dx ds dt, (9.15) 
(.r-.s,>e X-S 
where a( .) is the function in the singular integral model of H (see (9.11)). 
Proof: It is obvious that 
tr[u’, v’] = 6 tr(v’[u, v] u) - 6 tr(v[u, ~1~). 
Thus 
tr(iv2[u, v] u)=&jjg(x+iy)xy2dxdy+itr(v[u, v]‘). (9.16) 
By means of (9.11), it is easy to calculate that 
1 
-tr(vCu, 01~) =m jj tr((a(x) /I(x) a(x) + ia(x a(t)2) dx dt 
+& lim IJ‘S 
tr(a(x)2 a(s)2 W2) dx ds dt 
3 
E-o+ (r;--l(>E x-s 
which implies (9.15) by (9.16). 
THEOREM 9.5. There exists a hyponormal operator H such that the 
original mosaic B&Z) corresponding to iH is not unitarily equivalent to 
B,( l/i) z) by a constant unitary map. 
Proof. Let ui + iv, be the Cartesian decomposition of iH = - v + iu, 
then u, = - and vi =u. Denote 
g,(z) = tr(fiiH(z)) 
g,(z, 2’) = tr(BJz) B&z’)). 
If BiH(x + iy) is unitarily equivalent via a constant unitary map to 
B,(f(x+iy))=BH(-ytix), 
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then 
g,(x+iy)=g(-ytix) 
and 
g,(x,+js',x,+iy,=g(-y,+ix,, -y*+ix*). 
Applying Lemma 9.3 to the hyponormal operator U, + iv r, we have 
tr(ui[u, v] u’)=tr(v,i[u,,v,]u~) 
On the other hand, we have 
tr(ui[u, u] u’) = tr(u2i[u, u] 24). (9.18) 
From (9.15), (9.17), and (9.18), it follows that 
lim 
1J.l 
W(x)’ 4s)’ W2) ddy ds df = o. 
i:-ro- x - s 
This is equivalent to 
lim 
M a( r)2 > 
d.x d.y dt = 0. 
c-o+ 
(9.19) 
1 I - .sI > r. 
But it is evident that there exists an .2(g))-valued bounded measurable 
function satisfying a(t) 20 such that (9.19) does not hold. Thus for this 
a( .), BiH(z) is not unitarily equivalent to EH(( l/i) z). 
The n-point function 
tr(B(z,) II(z, B(z,,)) 
will be investigated further elsewhere. We record one more result: 
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THEOREM 9.6. If H is hyponormal, [H *, H] is finite rank, 0 E p(H), and 
T= H*H-‘. Then T”*h + 0 for all h E 2 (i.e., TE C,). Furthermore, 
exp 
i J 
- B(pep”12) p-’ dp = @,(e”)* @,,.(e”) 
and O,(A) is the essentially unique factorization of the positive operator in 
the left-hand side of the above equation. 
Proof From (3.19) and (7.3), it is obvious that 
This is an outer function of 1. By Theorem 6.2 of Chapter V of Sz.-Nagy 
and Foias [ 193, the function O,(e”) is outer. The unicity of the factoriza- 
tion up to an isometric factor then follows easily. 
This theorem was obtained by the authors in an unpublished paper in 
1983 (cf. [12]). The first part of this theorem was also obtained by 
Sz.-Nagy and Foias in the same year (cf. [20]). 
10. HYPONORMAL OPERATORS 2 WITH RANK ONE SELF-COMMUTATOR 
AND CONTRACTIONS T so THAT H*=TH 
In this section we mainly consider the case where [H*, H] is rank one. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let H be a completely hyponormal operator satisfying 
the conditions that H-I E .2(Z) and the rank of the self-commutator of a 
hyponormal operator H is one. Then the contraction T= H * H- ’ is com- 
pletely non-unitary, iff the negative of the principal function g(z) is the 
characteristic function of a(H) and for almost all eie the intersection of the 
ray {pe”, p 2 0) with a(H) is either a segment or is empty. 
Proof: Since the dimensions of 9 and g* are 1, we may identify both 
~8 and Q* with C. The functions @(et’), ((e”, p), and Nii(ei’), etc., are 
complex valued functions. 
If T is completely non-unitary then 
t(e”, ,u) = (N&e”)-p)-‘(Noo(ei’) (O(e”)12-p) 
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has exactly one zero and one pole for 10(eJf)I # 1. From Theorem 7.2, it is 
easy to see that -g(pe-“‘*) as a function of p is the characteristic function 
of the interval 
[Noo(e”) 10(ei’)(*, N&e”)]. 
Thus g( ) satisfies those conditions, then -g( pe rf”2) as a function of 
p is the characteristic function of an interval [a(e’“), h(e”)]. From 
Theorem 7.2, 
Thus A*(&‘) = (b(e’“) - a(e”)) a (e”)))’ and 
((M(e’“)-zI)~~~‘),,=(b(eiH)-~) ’ 
Since M(e’“) is a J-matrix, ((M(e”) - z)- ‘)oo is a continued fraction of the 
form (9.6). This continued fraction can equal (b(e’“)-z) -’ only if 
M&e”) = h(e’“) and M,, = M,, = 0 so @ ,5!, His a reducing subspace of 
H on which T is unitary. But since H is completely non-normal we 
conclude that @ ,“= , &= 0, i.e., T is completely non-unitary. This implies 
that .q= (O}, j> 1, i.e., T is completely non-unitary. 
THEOREM 10.2. (i) Let H be completely hyponormal, and if T is a 
contraction satisfying TH = H*, then (i) the minimal unitary dilation % of T 
has a purely absolutely continuous spectrum. 
(ii) If the rank of [H*, H] is one, then there exists a contraction T 
satisfying TH = H* such that the spectral multiplicity m,J e”) of Q is given 
in the following way: if -g(pe mrri2 ) is L* equivalent to the characteristic 
.function of n disjoint intervals, then m,(e”) = n; otherwise m,(e”) = XJ. 
This theorem was obtained by the authors in 1983. But in the same year 
the first part of this theorem also appeared in a published paper of 
Sz.-Nagy and Foias (cf. [20]). 
Proof. The proof involves a discussion of several cases. 
First, we consider the case where 0 I$ a(H). In this case, since LW,~- , d is 
not identically zero, G, is an infinite dimensional Hilbert space of certain 
square integrable functions, and @ is unitarily equivalent to multiplication 
by e,,, thus @ has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. 
The spectral multiplicity m,(e”) is a sum of two parts, the spectral multi- 
plicity of the minimal unitary dilation a,. of T,., and the spectral multi- 
plicity of T,. From Theorem 6.1 of Chapter VI of SZ.-Nazy and Foias 
[19], we have meC(e”)= 1 +n,(e”), where n,.(e”) = 1 if d(e”) > 0 or 
n,(e”)=O if d(e”)=O. 
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Now if d(e”) > 0, then m,“(e”) + n,.(e”) is equal to the number of poles 
of the function <(e”, pe-i”2 ) when this barrier is meromorphic in p; 
otherwise it is infinite, since this number is the rank of the J-matrix M(e”). 
But t(e”, peMiri2) is meromorphic with n poles if and only if -g(pei’12) 
is the characteristic function of n-disjoint (p) intervals. 
Now we treat the cases where 0 E o(H). 
If 0 5 o,(H*), then T= H*H-’ is densely defined on 2. Since it is 
bounded, it extends to a bounded operator on X. We denote this exten- 
sion by T still. In this case the defect space 9i is 1 dimensional, since 
H*D2H = [H*, H] is rank one. If ej, j= 1, 2, are eigenvectors of D,, then 
T* ej, j = 1,2, are eigenvectors of D. Hence T*e, and T*e2 are parallel, 
and there are numbers cj~C, j= 1, 2, Ic~J~+Ic,)~>O such that 
T*(c,e, + c2e2) = 0. Thus 
H(c,e, + c2e2) = H*T*(c,e, + c2e2) = 0. 
This implies ci e, + c2e2 = 0, since 0 4 a,(H). We conclude that both 9 and 
9* are 1 dimensional. 
If 0 E a,(H*) and range [H*, H] c range H, then there is a vector q 
such that HE range [H*, H] and llNqI/ = 1. Since [H*, H] is 1 dimen- 
sional, ker(H*) is also 1 dimensional., Choose a vector a E ker(H*) such 
that 
lbl12 = lIdI + l/II CHH*, HII. 
Define a linear bounded operator T on .# such that 
T( Hx + AZ) = H *x + iv, XEJf, AEC. 
Then 
IIT(Hx+Aa)l12= IIH*~11~+293&x, Hq)+ IAl2 )ly1112 
= IlW12- lb WI2 IICH*, HIII +294x, Htl)+ VI2 lly1112 
< IIHx112+ IAl2 I/all’= I)Hx+kzl12. 
Thus T is a contraction satisfying TH = H *. Since H *D2H = [H*, H], 
there is a vector q1 I ker(H*) such that H*q, = Hq. A simple calculation 
shows that 
(D’Hx, a) = (Hx, a) - (T*H*x, a) = -(x, Hq) 
and [H*, H] x= II[H*, H] /1(x, Hq) Hq. Hence 
D*Hx = II CH*, HI II VI- j-$ 
> 
(x, WI. 
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On the other hand, H*T*q = Hy. Hence T*q = q, + (T*q, a)(a/jla\l’). 
Thus 
= (lM12- Ilrlll’)(~ llall-2- IICH*, fml ?I). 
This means W, = {A(a/lla\12 - I( [H*, H]l/ q,): 1~ C). Therefore, ,Q is 1 
dimensional and then g* is also 1 dimensional. 
Now, we consider the case of 0 E a,,( H*) and 
range[H*, H] cf range H. (10.1) 
In the analytic model [14], range [H*, H] is the 1 dimensional subspace 
of constant functions, and ranger H* H] c range H iff 
Thus (10.1) means 
(10.2) 
The condition (10.2) and 0 E a,(H*) imply that the operator T satisfying 
TH = H* must also satisfy Z’(ker H*) = (0). In fact T* is an isometry and 
dim -3 = 2. 
The fact that T * is an isometry under these conditions was first observed 
several years ago by R. Carey. The result follows as a consequence of the 
characterization of the eigenvalues of H* given in [S], and was not 
published. But see [7], where this was also observed. 
Since dim &3* = 0 in this case, we have O( .) = 0 and A( .) = I. Thus, the 
functional model is 
$’ = L2(S)@ H*(p). 
Let Pi be the projection from L*(g) onto L2(W)0 H2(9). Then 
l?,. = V, HI/<- ’ is 
I?, = P-Moe ““P 
where M,( .) is a 2 x 2 matrix valued self-adjoint function. Since 
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where P,,=d’P-e-j’- P_ is the projection from L*(9) to the constant 
function, P,A40ei”2P- is rank one. Thus there are constants a,,, b,, u,, v2 
such that 
PoMoei”2 P_epi”’ = (a,,~, +b,x,) ‘I . 
0 v2 
It is easy to show that the matrix function M,,( .) = (M,,( .)) satisfies 
Moll(eir) = 29 
( 
f a, v, enite ~ iI/2 
fl=l ) 
MO21 (0 = f 
m  
a, v2 enite ~ it/2 + C b,c, e -nireit/2, 
n=l ?I=1 
Mo2*(ei’) = 2~13 f 
( 
b,v,e”ife-i’i2 
n=l ) 
and M,,,(e”) = Moiz(ei’). 
Since the eigenvector of H* is in 9. We can choose the coordinates so 
that 
A*e-it 0 
0 1 
= 0. 
This implies 
and C,“= , a,, v2 e ~ in’ = 0. Hence H,,,(e”) = 0. Since 
((e”, ze -““) = z*(z’ - Mo,,(ei’) z- IM012(ei’)(2)-1, 
we see that det [(e”, ,u) determines M,,,(e”) and lMolz(ei’)12. The function 
Mo,2(ei’) = q(e”) e-i”2, where q( .) E H2. The outer factor of q is determined 
by lM,,,(ei’)12. If q4( .) is an inner factor of q( .), then P-(@-I) = @-’ and 
A* 0 ( > @-, =o, 
thus @-’ = const e-;‘. Therefore, the function M0,2( .) is completely deter- 
mined by det ((e”, e-“I’). 
Let q0 be the eigenvector of [H*, H] and u, be the projection of q,, to 
z. If q, # 0 then & is generated by { Ti ql }. Therefore, we can choose 
M,, as a 1 x 2 matrix function, and all the other functions M,,, M,,, 
4422, . . . . etc., are complex functions. 
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The conclusions about multiplicity follow again by observing that the 
number of poles of det(t(e”, ze- i”2)) is given as before in terms of the 
principal function. 
Remark 10.3. If 0~cr,(H*), range [H*, H] st range H, and [H*, H] 
is rank one, then for every u E ker(H*) satisfying 
lbll’2 lhl12 + (IICff*, WI 1 ‘3 
we can define a contraction T, such that T,H = H* and 
And every contraction T satisfying TH= H* must be one of such T,. For 
every a E ker( H * ) satisfying 
the defect space 9, is 2 dimensional. In fact gT, is spanned by two linearly 
independent vectors (1 - lIv](l 2, a - vi and /I [H*, H] II vi - a. In this case 
g* is not (0). The barrier is a 2 x 2 matrix function which depends on a 
and cannot be completely determined by the principal function g( .) of H. 
Remark 10.4. For the case where dim R( [ H*, H] ) is one, if 0 $ o(H), 
then we have seen that O( .) is scalar valued and outer. Hence, results of 
S. 0. Sickler [ 173 give us a complete description of the invariant subspaces 
of H*H ~ ’ in this case. 
Remark 10.5. It follows by Theorem 6.3 of Chapter VII in Sz.-Nagy and 
Foias [19] that (when O&o(H)) the contraction T= H*H- ’ is in class C,, 
and is quasisimilar to %!. 
The following theorem shows us that T is often similar to ?$. 
THEOREM 10.6. If [H*, H] is in the trace class, T is inuertible and there 
is a constant c such that 
1 2np s -’ Ig(peio)l dp d c (10.3) 
.for almost ail 0, where g( ‘) is the principal function of the hyponormal 
operator. Then T= H*H-’ is similar to a unitary operator. 
Proof By a theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foias (cf. [ 191 or [23]) we only 
need to prove that IlO.(‘11 is uniformly bounded in IL1 < 1. 
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From (3.19) and (5.3), it follows that 
Idet( - T-‘@,(A))1 = c, exp 
where 
It is obvious that 
IW - T-‘@,(n))1 2 cle-=, Iill < 1. 
Thus 0 =(d) is invertible and I( 0 T(J.) ~ ’ (( is uniformly bounded. 
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